Project title: Supporting Vocational Education and Training through Mobile Learning Environments
Project acronym: SMILE

The goal of the SMILE project is to integrate results from diversely developed efforts in the design and development of education and training services taking advantage of already massively used technologies, such as the mobile and wireless devices.

Thus the SMILE project attempts to make an original contribution to the European strategies for vocational training, promoting their transformation and adaptation to the needs of the knowledge society, in order to become flexible, personalized and learner-centered systems.

The SMILE project addresses the urgent need for building a new generation of vocational training services for the provision of on-demand lifelong learning competence and skills development, not subject to time and place restrictions.

Key elements of the project are the following:

- The development of the technological tools providing the state-of-the-art ICT technology.
- The development of mobile Vocational Education and Training methodology for Europe.
- Its application and validation in real VET scenarios.
- Transfer of produced knowledge as guidelines and good practices for other sectors and user groups, to take advantage of the produced results.
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